
“Vishing” is when a cyber crook, claiming to be from a reputable organization like a 
bank or a government agency, calls or leaves an urgent voicemail. Vishing now 
accounts for 30% of all calls delivered to mobile phones. 

How vishing works
Scammers place thousands of automated calls and leave urgent voicemails. Some 
scammers do their homework to learn personal information about the victim and place 
individual calls. This makes them seem to be more credible. 

Typical vishing scams
Scammers claim a payment is due or there 
is an issue with a payment already made. 

They may claim to be from Medicare, Social 
Security, the IRS, the sheriff’s office, a bank, 
a COVID-related agency, an investment firm, 
or a software company. For example, 
Windows 11, coming out in November, will 
likely be a product that scammers refer to.

What scammers want
Personal information like bank and credit card numbers, 
birthday, social security number, and work-related 
information like an office email address, username or 
account password.

Sometimes the crooks focus on one industry, learning 
specifics about the organization and claiming to be from the 
I.T. department. 

Scammers will use the information they collect to steal 
more information or break into work-related computers and 
networks. 

• Don’t answer the phone if you don’t recognize the number. Let it go 
to voicemail.

• If you do answer, don’t press buttons or respond to prompts.
• Hang up as soon as you suspect the caller isn’t legit.
• If the person provides a call-back number, search for the 

organization's official public phone number and directly call the 
organization in question.

• If the caller claims to be with your employer, contact the department 
on your own to confirm.

• Consider subscribing to one of the robocall-screening apps like 
Nomorobo, Hiya, RoboKiller, Truecaller, and YouMail.
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